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The Game's Over: Reality Check

Guest Starring:
XB as KCO_Torga_Vek.
 Sergio as Morak`Taj 
Karriaunna as TO_Abby_Normal.
 
Host Zax says:
Action: The door opens and the crew walks through. As the final member passes through the doorway, an evil laugh is heard. There is a loud crack, and suddenly…everything goes black.

Host Zax says:
Moments later, they find themselves on the bridge of a Romulan vessel. This vessel, the PWB Terix, is a D'deridex class warship. She is currently in the center of Klingon space…in front of her are two Klingon Vor'cha class battle cruisers…. who would like to know just what the hell the Terix is doing in their space.

Host Zax says:
On an interesting side note, the Pendragon crew has taken the place of their Romulan counterparts. They look Romulan, talk Romulan, and to all intents and purposes ARE Romulan. They rest of the Terix Crew believe that they are their counterparts. It would be fatal to have them find out otherwise.

Host Zax says:
And finally…. the crew has NOT assumed their usual roles aboard ship.
XO_Kyrron is now known as CNS_Kyrron.
OPS_Pettigrove is now known as CSO_Pettigrove.
CEO_M`Tor is now known as CMO_M`Tor.
CMO_Blackwolf is now known as EO_Blackwolf.
CTO_Rofax is now known as OPS_Rofax.
CSO_O`Dunn is now known as FCO_O`Dunn.
MO_Shiar is now known as CEO_Shiar.
SO_Hunt is now known as CTO_Hunt.
CIV-Emsil_Marat is now known as CO-Emsil_Marat.
TO_McCloud is now known as XO_McCloud.
CO_Torga_Vek is now known as KCO_Torga_Vek.

Host Zax says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<The Game's Over: Reality Check >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_McCloud says:
::sitting in his chair::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::manning the small Romulan science station::

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Begins working on the warp core::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::blinks::

CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::taking the large Romulan chair on the center pedestal::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COMM Terix : Romulan Scum... You dare to invade our space?

Host CNS_Kyrron says:
::looks down at her uniform::  Computer:  What is my position?

CTO_Hunt says:
::Calibrating the weapons system::

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Captain... the Klingon vessels wish to know why we are here...

Host CMO_M`Tor says:
:: looks around the Romulan sickbay ::

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The Klingon ships draw closer.

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::scans the ship for any signs of weakness::

Host TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Looking around feeling very lost and worried.  Where was the Commander Kyrron?::

Host CNS_Kyrron says:
::rolls her eyes as the computer tells her::

CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::turns to the OPS Officer::  OPS: Send static to that Klingon

CEO_Shiar says:
:: looks around confused in engineering::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::sits listening to the argument in the other Klingon battle cruiser.. tapping her fingers on the chair::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COMM Terix : You shall know the glory of dying in battle... Soon...

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Looks around:: Self: Why am in dressed like this

OPS_Rofax says:
::sends static to the Klingon vessels::  CO: Aye sir....

Host CNS_Kyrron says:
::makes a wild guess as to where the bridge might be and heads in that direction::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: sees his reflection in a mirror and turns quickly to punch it ::

CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::turns to the XO::  XO: What is the best tactic to use against Vor'cha class cruisers?

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Looks into a mirror and sees himself... Screams out loud::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::flips her hand and has the shields raised.. weapons brought to full power::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::orders his vessels:: All : Tuj'kij..

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: breaks the mirror into a few pieces ::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::wisely doesn't say anything at all::

Host CNS_Kyrron says:
::miraculously arrives on the bridge and looks around::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Checks the tactical scanners::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::Scans the ship again:: CO:  They've brought weapons and shields on-line.  I'd suggest cloaking.

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Do you want weapons on.

Host CNS_Kyrron says:
::can't quite believe this::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::watches as his ships fade from sensors::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: moves towards the cloaking device knowing its importance::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Eyes go to the captain, who is not her captain.::

CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CSO: I think cloaking at this time would give them the weakness they are waiting for.

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% COM: Morak: You surprise me.. do you not wish to return with prisoners?

Host CNS_Kyrron says:
::figures what the heck, since she's the counselor she should share her brilliant advice with the CO::

EO_Blackwolf says:
Self: Wonder what is going on now?

CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::nods back at the CTO:: CTO: Arm Plasma Torpedoes and all disruptor banks

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::wonders what a Romulan ship could possibly be doing in hostile space uncloaked and not firing::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Brings shields and all weapons systems on-line::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Turns slowly to the CTO afraid of whom she will see, ignoring the odd looks she is getting from the guy next to her::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: looks around the sickbay and sighs :: Self: I am going to kill the Gamester... :: exits sickbay and heads towards the turbolift ::

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Walks up to the CEO:: CEO: Do you know what is going on now?

CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Best option for attacking two Klingon cruisers?

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Done, sir.

Host CNS_Kyrron says:
::tries to think of some brilliant advice::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COMM Vek : You where always soft in your duties.. No prisoners... The Romulans must learn that their arrogance will be repaid with blood..

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::shrugs and stands up.. ::  COM: Romulans: I am Vek.. why are you here?

XO_McCloud says:
::wondering where he is::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::sits at her station waiting for her orders::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% COM: Morak: and starting a war is wise?

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
OPS: Open channel again  ::straightens in chair::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::OH no... it is the new science guy::

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: from my knowledge of my race, I am a CEO and you an EO on a Romulan Warbird

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Aye sir....  ::opens the comm::  Channel open sir....

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The Terix's shields fluctuate.

CTO_Hunt says:
::Waits for the communications to end::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::tries to remember her flight training and enough Romulan to be useful with it::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: Humm, give two medial people control of a warp core, the GM is really sick and illogical

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COM : Vek : They are in our space.. They are trespassing.. According to interstellar law, we have the right to defend our territory.. Which we will do, ferociously..

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: looks around in the turbolift and hopes this thing will take it to the bridge ::

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: this is something I wanted to see as a child

CTO_Hunt says:
::Notices shield fluctuations::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% COM: Marak: so be it

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COMM Vek : Now, cease your whining.. TO BATTLE!!

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: oh, I agree

OPS_Rofax says:
::desperately wants to chime in on the weapons thing, but remains silent::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: See what?

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
COMM: Klingons:  We are here investigating reports of a Klingon super weapon build up on our borders.  The Romulan Star Empire will not stand by without investigating

CEO_Shiar says:
CEO: a Warbird

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%%COM: Morak: watch your tongue targ meat

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Looks at the CTO waiting for some order or direction, now that she knows where her real XO is::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Tries to recalibrate shields to stop fluctuations::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::watches as his ships, now fully cloaked, head at full speed towards the intruder::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: exits on the bridge and hears the Klingon insulting the Captain ::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Charges all disruptors and torpedo launchers::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::opens fire on the Romulan ship.. but remains visible for now::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::wonders how long they're going to just drift in space aimlessly while being rushed::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: points to the cloaking device:: EO: this is our best chance of survival here

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The shots bounce of the shields. This time.

CNS_Kyrron says:
::still trying to think of some brilliant advice::

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Should we return fire?

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% COM: Romulan: leave.. ::cuts com::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: This is true, very true

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::moves his ship around the warbird a couple of times studying it, watching it's fire capabilities::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::steadies herself in the chair::  CTO: Return fire  FCO: Evasive maneuvers.  OPS: Cloak after first volley is fired.

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::sits in her chair as the screen blacks out and cloaks the ship.. it vanishes into the black void::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::looks at Marat in surprise::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: looks around at the people on the bridge and thinks he recognizes everyone ::

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Aye.    and Captain, if I may.... I have a suggestion....

CTO_Hunt says:
::Targets enemy ships and fires::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Moves quietly over to him::  CTO:  Is there something you want me to do?  ::Looks around the bridge with wide eyes.::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::thinks "finally!" and engages erratic maneuvering::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::turns back to the OPS Officer questioningly::

OPS_Rofax says:
::prepares the cloak::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::positions himself behind the warbird, and de-cloaks::

CEO_Shiar says:
*CO*: May I ask what's going on sir?

CTO_Hunt says:
::Fires the disruptors dead aft::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COMM Terix : Hagh'ju var'Maj..

Host Zax says:
Action: The Terix fires their weapons.

XO_McCloud says:
::looks around..:: TO: Come here! I need you for something..

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::watches the battle ... has nothing better to do::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::jinks hard, T-minus, to keep Morak's shot from lining up easily::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::fires his torpedoes, and a full spread of disruptors::

Host Zax says:
Action: Their shots barely graze their target.

CNS_Kyrron says:
*CEO*:  The Captain is a bit busy at the moment.  What's your problem?

CTO_Hunt says:
::Evaluates damage on enemy ships::

OPS_Rofax says:
CO:  Captain.... Vorcha class vessels leave their warp nacelles exposed....  suggest continual volley on one, preferably from a perpendicular vortex of attack....

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::cloaks the ship again::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::folds her hands and barks to the CTO:: Lay down some dust on the trail.. lets see where they went.. flood the area with cation radiation.. once the area is saturated.. flood the ships to match it's patter so we remain cloaked..

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
*CEO* We have two Klingon ship's wanting to rid us of our life.  I trust you will keep that from happening?

CTO_Hunt says:
::Recalibrates disruptors for continual fire::

Host Zax says:
Action: The IKS Toh'Kaht hits the Terik. The shields flutter again.

OPS_Rofax says:
::cloaks just after they fire::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: steps up next to Pettigrove and whispers : CSO: They made me a doctor... :: sighs ::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: you know, if we get the schematics on the cloaking device, it would be a great for our research

CEO_Shiar says:
*CO*: yes sir

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Pumps up the shields power::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::nods at the OPS::  CTO/FCO: Make it happen...  OPS: Prepare to decloak on the FCO's readiness.

CNS_Kyrron says:
::notices M'Tor and vows to not be wounded... being killed would be preferable::

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: nice thinking

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Captain, shields down to 80%.

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::looks at M'Tor and whispers back:: CEO:  And I a science officer ...

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::has an amazingly clever idea for the torpedo systems, but as FCO just remains quiet::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: looks at cloaking device::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::shudders in chair::  *CEO*: Do something about our shield problem

OPS_Rofax says:
::nods and prepares to decloak::

Host Zax says:
Action: The two Klingon ships circle the Terik like sharks at a kill.

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: looks over to Kyrron and shrugs ::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: One question though, what button do we push to fix the shields?

CEO_Shiar says:
*CO*: will do

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CO: As ready as I'll ever be.

CTO_Hunt says:
TO: Find a weakness in the enemy ships.

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::waits patiently::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% CTO: charge the torpedos with anti-matter.. and prepare to open fire.. on my mark.. ::waits::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
CTO:  Weakness?  Yes sir.  ::Moves over to the station and looks it over.::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::looks back to OPS then the CTO:: OPS: Decloak ... now!

OPS_Rofax says:
::decloaks::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::wishes they would just roll transporter bombs out the shuttlebays and lure them in::

CEO_Shiar says:
::moves to the panel:: EO: I’ll try to read the buttons.  err.. this one? :: pushes button::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::sees the ship:: FIRE!

Host Zax says:
Action: The Terik decloaks.

CMO_M`Tor says:
CSO: I am going to kill the gamester... :: growls ::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Fire all weapons on the Port Nacelle!

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::locates a safe firing position.. moves up to the top and aft of the Terik:: FCO : Match their movements...

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::swings the ship around hard, lining up for a peach of a shot at a nacelle::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Fires all weapons on port nacelle on enemy ship::

Host Zax says:
Action: One Klingon ship opens fire.

XO_McCloud says:
OPS: Cloak!

OPS_Rofax says:
::prepares to re-cloak::

OPS_Rofax says:
::re-cloaks::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::decloaks, and let's out an alpha strike again.. At the same point where his last volley hit::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Stops firing::

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Works on the modulation for the shields::

CTO_Hunt says:
FCO:Get me an opening on their nacelle's.

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::pushes the buttons on her console ... unsure of what a science officer does on a Romulan vessel::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: grabs on to the console and hangs on ::

OPS_Rofax says:
::transfers power from unused systems to forward shields::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::wonders why they don't just run away while they are cloaked.... but supposes the game master wouldn't be too happy with that::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::watches the last position of the Romulans and cloaks her own ship.. :: recharge the batteries.. and call the home world.. 

Host Zax says:
Action: The Terik scores a direct hit on the IKS Vor'nak's nacelle.

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::motions to a debris field nearby on the viewer::  FCO: Do you think we could hide in there and plot a counter attack?

CEO_Shiar says:
:: looks for the button that re thingies power to the shields::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CTO: Doing the best I can. ::continues tracking that nacelle::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CO: Not much of a hiding place, but we could try.

CTO_Hunt says:
TO: Determine the frequency of their shield.

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Captain, the Klingon vessels shields are down to 40%.....

TO_Abby_Normal says:
CTO: ahhh... yes sir.  ::Taps a few buttons with crossed fingers::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
FCO: I'm hoping it will be added cover while we're cloaked.  Move us in

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The Terik is rocked by the volley.

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::cloaks again::

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Rocks back and fourth::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::nods at OPS::  CSO: Can you detect the other Klingon's location?

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Their shield are low let me fire another volley?

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::nods:: CO: Aye sir. ::takes a zigzag toward the debris::

OPS_Rofax says:
::shudders with the jolt::

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: I think this could help  :: pushes a few buttons::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::initiates scans:: CO:  Scanning.

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Will attempt to do so Captain.... shields down to 75%....

XO_McCloud says:
CTO: Fire!

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Not yet.  We'll remain cloaked for a moment and let them look for us a while.  When they are relaxed we'll strike hard.

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::notes the sparking power units and grumbles::

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Yes, sir?

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: Just be careful what we push, I still want to look for a hypo ::Grins::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::didn't realize that Klingons ever relaxed::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
CTO:  I think I have it sir... but... it is fluctuating.

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: I know what I’m doing, kinda

Host Zax says:
Action: The sensors begin to react strangely to the debris field.

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Got them!  Bearing 198 mark 2.  Distance 10,000 km.  Scans show they are damaged.

CTO_Hunt says:
TO: Determine the pattern.

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: ::Says Aye in Romulan::

OPS_Rofax says:
::attempts to track the other Klingon vessel by searching for a tachyon field::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::weaves a complicated pattern around the debris as they enter the field::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
FCO: Brings us to a full stop dead center of the debris field

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::has the repair teams get to the damage and changes tactics::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CO: Full stop. ::does so::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Hits a few buttons in sequence, thinking she has the right ones.::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Puts in the new coordinates into the computer::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::flying through space, trying to think as Romulans would..::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Locations of the Klingons?

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CSO: Options?

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: we could play dead then destroy them

CTO_Hunt says:
::Scans for the Klingons::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: Play dead? That might work ::We are dead anyhow if we keep this up::

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Captain, another point blank pass should disable them..... our shields are fluctuating while we remain cloaked..... we are vulnerable....

Host Morak`Taj says:
@Self : Sneaky as they are.. They would try to find cover... They would run... But where?

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CO:  We could stay here and wait for them ... or we could take the advantage ... one of those ships is badly damaged.  We could take out that one easily.

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: yup

CTO_Hunt says:
TO: Anything coming on the pattern.

TO_Abby_Normal says:
TO:  OK sir... I think I have their pattern.  Maybe...

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::has a series of probes.. armed and dumped into the area.. set to hone in on quantum singularity gravity fissures created by Romulan warp drives.. armed with high explosives::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::nods at OPS:: OPS: Prepare to de-cloak.  CTO: All weapons ready?

Host Morak`Taj says:
@<TO> Morak : Juh'Juja... Mah'Tok'ah..

OPS_Rofax says:
::grumble::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: looks at the pouch attached to his belt and opens it ::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::having given up trying to think of brilliant advice, eyes everyone on the bridge to see if anyone looks in need of some counseling::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Puts the pattern in computer and calibrates weapons to it::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@Self : Excellent... ::maneuvers his ship closer to the debris field::

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Yes, sir.

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Aye sir  ::prepares to de-cloak::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Gets ready to fire::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Hopes the TO got the pattern right::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: looks at the items and tries to guess the use of each ::

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Pushes the little red button next to the yellow one:: Self: That should help

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
OPS: De-cloak.  CTO: Fire at will

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: I’m gunna try to hind our energy signs

OPS_Rofax says:
::de-cloaks::  CO: Aye sir

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::locates the fluctuation, and smiles:: TO : Target that fluctuation... Decloak, and fire...

Host Zax says:
Action: The Terix decloaks.

CTO_Hunt says:
::Targets nacelle and fires an alpha strike::

Host Zax says:
ACTION: As does their enemy.

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: gets out what he thinks he the medical scanner and turns it on ::

Host Zax says:
ACTION: Both ships are hit.

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::watches as their torpedoes fly onto the Warbird's shields::

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Sir, shields fluctuating.....  we are vulnerable!

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::decloaks and fires on the Romulans from behind::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers.  OPS: Recloak now!

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::cloaks again::

CTO_Hunt says:
TO: Find out if you got the frequency right.

Host Zax says:
Action: A mine explodes on the Terix's port bow.

CTO_Hunt says:
::Continues to Fire::

OPS_Rofax says:
::holds the console hard and re-engages the cloak::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: accidentally pushes the boost disrupter button::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: holds on to the console ::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::stifles a glare at their "CO" and pulls up, fast::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::shakes again::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::is thrown from her chair::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: We have go to figure a way out of this situation and get back to our own time.

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: oops

CNS_Kyrron says:
::stumbles a bit then trips::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::sneers and cloaks again.. :: are the engines sealed!?

CTO_Hunt says:
::Holds on the console::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: What happened

TO_Abby_Normal says:
TO:  How do I do that on this ship?  ::Says it loud enough for others to here::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: sighs :: Self: All this cloaking and uncloaking is unsettling

CNS_Kyrron says:
::gets back up and notices she has sprained her ankle.  Puts weight on it anyways and tries to hide that she is in pain::

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: pushed the wrong button that's all

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
XO: This game of cat and mouse has to end.  Suggestions?

CNS_Kyrron says:
::grimaces::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@<OPS> Morak : Captain.. We where hit.. Minor damage.. We are sending teams to repair as we speak..

CTO_Hunt says:
TO: Check the damage we caused on the other ships using the scanners::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::picks herself up off the floor::

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Sir, damage reports coming in.... port side..... hull breach reported....  injuries as well....

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The Terix hull was breached.

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Mumbles::  scanners... scanners.... where .... ahhh there they are.  ::Activates the scanner::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: attempts to mask signature and make the warbird look adrift::

OPS_Rofax says:
::raises forcefields::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::mutters under her breath:: SELF: We should just get out of here.

CNS_Kyrron says:
::grimaces some more and takes the weight off her swelling ankle by leaning casually against the wall::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: I can understand that, it seems that I can't read this control problem

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: this should work

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::watches the atmosphere drain from the Terix:: All : She bleeds... The hunt it afoot..

CTO_Hunt says:
::Checks weapons status::

Host Zax says:
Action: There are causalities for the new CMO to deal with. Godspeed Romulans. :)

OPS_Rofax says:
*CMO*  Doctor.... injuries are headed your way....  hull breach, decks 6, 7, and 10....

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: frowns as he hears the casualty reports ::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Sends the data to the CTO::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: gives the EO a brief translation::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::sits forward:: there is a cloud of oxygen vapor appearing?! FIRE ON IT! ::decloaks the ship and opens fire ::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::hopes the CMO goes away so she can stop trying to look casually uninjured::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::keeps tabs on that fluctuation... And now, from the atmosphere residue leaking from the Terix::

CMO_M`Tor says:
*OPS* Acknowledged... :: heads to the TL quickly ::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: Thank you Lt

CTO_Hunt says:
::Checks the new data::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: arrives on deck 6 ::

OPS_Rofax says:
*CEO*  Chief, please send repair teams to 6, 7, and 10.... minor hull breaches reported...

CEO_Shiar says:
:: scans ship for damage and puts up a force field over the breech::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::limps over to a chair and sits down::

Host Zax says:
Action: The IKS Vor'nak fires at the oxygen. A sudden flashback ensues and the fire follows the disrupter beams back to the ship's hull.

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Can we fire all torpedo tubes once they move in for the kill?  I want total destruction of that lead Klingon ship

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::brings up what they know about Vorcha class cruisers::

CTO_Hunt says:
CTO: Sir we should maneuver behind some debris to hide us.

Host Morak`Taj says:
@Self : Where the blood leads, the prey must be... FCO : Follow the traces of atmosphere...

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: Well, lets get to work

CTO_Hunt says:
::Targets the lead ship and prepares an alpha strike::

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Sir should I Fire.

Host Zax says:
ACTION: IKS Vor'nak  is only severely crippled.

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::almost growls at Marat:: SELF: They're our allies, you....

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Wait until they are closer.

CNS_Kyrron says:
::notices the FCO and thinks she looks like she needs some counseling::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: runs out of engineering with a tool kit:: EO: you have eng

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The TO trips and bangs her head on a nearby console. She is knocked unconscious and bleeding profusely.

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: attempts to scan the injured crewman with the tricorder ::

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Looks at the CEO:: CEO: Aye

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Begins to whistle while he works::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: heads to breached area::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::grunts:: All : Let us get their attention.... :positioning himself on the back of the Terix, taking the two reference points as a map, he decloaks his ship, and fires, on the same spot he did the first and second time::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::gets up and limps over towards O'Dunn::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CSO: How close is the Klingon now?

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Cries ouch before going unconscious::

CTO_Hunt says:
CTO:Sir can someone help the TO!!!

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::turns and sees the TO fall:: *CMO*:  Medical emergency on the bridge.

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: takes the Romulan medical tricorder and flings it into the wall :: Self: Useless piece of...

OPS_Rofax says:
*CMO*  Medical emergency on the bridge....

CTO_Hunt says:
::Checks Distance to enemy ships::

CNS_Kyrron says:
FCO:  What's your problem?

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::goes over to the TO to assist her::

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The Terix rocks under the fire.

CMO_M`Tor says:
*CSO* I AM ON MY WAY :: runs to the TL ::

EO_Blackwolf says:
*CMO*: Would you like some help

CNS_Kyrron says:
::falls over again::

CTO_Hunt says:
CTO: SIR should I fire NOW!!!!

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Open fire now.  All Torpedo tubes fire!

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::whispers:: CNS: The Klingons are our allies, curse it!

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::staying uncloaked, turns to move away from his other ship::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::barely manages to keep her balance::

OPS_Rofax says:
::grabs onto the console and steadies himself yet again::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: gets to work on the breech::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: sways and falls into the TL wall ::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::subtly lurches the ship away from the line of fire::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::to make them miss::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::laying on the ground now with two sprained ankles::  FCO:  Oh, that.

CTO_Hunt says:
::Fires all weapons on lead ship::

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Sir, I have located the warp trail of the second vessel!

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
OPS: I'm listening.

CTO_Hunt says:
::Targets the second ship and lets another alpha strike off::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: exits onto the bridge :: CSO: Where are the injured ?

OPS_Rofax says:
::patches coordinates to TAC::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::re-cloaks::

Host Zax says:
Action: The Vor'nak is crippled and defenseless.

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::reaches the TO and moves to stop the bleeding::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CSO: Can you locate where the warp core is on a Vor'cha?

CEO_Shiar says:
::calls for an eng. team and leaves them to fix it. heads back to eng::

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The FCO moves the ship...causes them to miss.

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: A breadcrumb trial sir....

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COMM Terix : Come now... You would prey on a dying ship? Or are you honorable enough to accept a challenge?

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CO:  I can try.  ::moves back to her console and scans the ship::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::ties into the tactical systems...sets up erratic maneuvering to engage upon firing::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COMM Terix : You, and me.. No one else..

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Sir..... we can ram them and effectively destroy them....

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COMM Terix : The way it should be.. In Battle..

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
COMM: Morak: We care nothing for your primitive motives Klingon.  We will tractor your hulls back to Remus and display them for our Praetor

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Leans down to the conduit interface to see what it is::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::locates the core:: CO:  Got it!  Relaying co-ordinates to tactical.  ::relays the co-ordinates::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: arrives back in eng::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::crawls over to and pulls herself up and into it::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COMM Terix : Very well, then you will die by the hands of these.. "primitives" without honor..

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: sighs and steps over to Kyrron :: CNS: You are injured...

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: need any help?

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Looks up:: CEO: Is everything ok

CNS_Kyrron says:
CMO:  No I'm not.  Go away!

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::hearing the CSO::  CTO: Open fire on that weakened ship's core.

OPS_Rofax says:
::wants to ram them and destroy themselves as well.... anything to get out of this nightmare::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Get weapons to target the warp core::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: No, just looking at the makeup of this ship

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: looks down at her ankles ::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::turns his hip around, getting behind the Terix again::

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: not really but a team's on it

CTO_Hunt says:
::Fires weapons on the core::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
OPS: Recloak

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::decloaks as the Terix fires, and let's another alpha strike on the same spot::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Fires again::

CNS_Kyrron says:
CMO:  What about her?  ::points at the nearly dead TO on the floor::

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The VOr'Nak explodes.

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CSO: Now I need you to locate the other vessel

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::curses under her breath::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: shrugs and moves over to Normal :: TO: I see the bleeding is stopped.... I shall do what I can to see you remain stable

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::recloaks::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Slowly opens her eyes into M'Tor's::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Scanning.  ::scans for the telltale signs of a Klingon cloak::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Gets weapons reloaded and ready to fire on second ship::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
CMO:  Mommy, I want to go home.

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: We have located it's warp trail, Captain....  we can track her....

CEO_Shiar says:
:: tries again to hide the signature::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::all around his ship, Warriors turn their heads to the sky and scream... On an open channel, so the Terix can hear::

KCO_Torga_Vek says:
%% ::dies::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Prepare to target their nacelles

CTO_Hunt says:
::Tracks the warp trail of the ship::

CNS_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Ummm.... it seems to me if the GM wants us to fight, we should play along.

CTO_Hunt says:
::Targets the nacelles of the ship::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CTO:  You have their warp trail?

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Lifts up her arms to be carried::

CMO_M`Tor says:
TO: Soon.... Soon

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::double-checks the EM links to tactical::

CTO_Hunt says:
CSO: Yes I am tracking it.

Host Zax says:
ACTION: It is funny that they hit it.

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::chuckling at the Klingon Death Chant::  OPS: Decloak.  CTO: Fire point blank.  Lay down a search pattern with our weapons while they mourn

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CNS: I don't care if he "wants" it. Our duty and oath says otherwise.

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::keeps his ship on the Terix's back, following the two reference points that he has::

CNS_Kyrron says:
FCO:  This isn't real

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Aye sir..

CTO_Hunt says:
::Fires the prepared weapons at the ship::

Host Zax says:
ACTION: There seems to be a slight problem in the Terix's firing abilities.

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CNS: Do you know that for certain?

OPS_Rofax says:
::decloaks::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::decloaks as the Terix does, and fires another volley::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CNS: There's no reason to think it isn't.

CNS_Kyrron says:
FCO:  I only know that if we don't do as he wishes, the Pendragon is lost.

Host Zax says:
ACTION: They both miss.

CTO_Hunt says:
::sees the problems, tries to recalibrate::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: sighs and turns to look at the CNS and FCO and agrees with the CNS statement ::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::shakes in her chair as the fire comes from behind::  XO: Find out what's wrong with our weapon systems

XO_McCloud says:
::doesn't feel good::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::re-cloaks:: COMM Terix : You are not worthy of Sto'Vo'Kor.. I will grind your ship down to the smallest molecule..

OPS_Rofax says:
::hopes this is over soon.... Holodeck sims are not his cup of tea....  crosses fingers just in case::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CNS: We swore an oath that prioritizes those risks nicely.

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: Do you think if we find a black hole and enter it, we might get back to our own time?

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: remembers his basic first aid and treats the TO to the best of his ability, but refuses to even attempt to inject him with anything ::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: gets people to work on the weapons::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::sighs::  CO:  I suggest someone looks over the flight control console.

CTO_Hunt says:
::Recalibrates weapons to try to fix problem::

EO_Blackwolf says:
Self: I am a doctor not a mechanic

Host Zax says:
ACTION: In the darkened space, a digital clock has appeared. It seems to be a countdown of some sort.

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: The FCO is under arrest.  Take her down to the brig for disobeying the Praetor's will

CNS_Kyrron says:
FCO:  The only thing real about this is if we lose we are dead.

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: from previous Scientific experience, no

CNS_Kyrron says:
CO:  No!

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The clock reads: 10:00.

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Sir should I leave the console.

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::keeps on the Terix' six, following her bleeding and the shield fluctuation::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Get one of your people to do it

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CO:  I have the other ship.  They are behind us.

CTO_Hunt says:
::calls security to bridge::

Host Zax says:
ACTION: Next to the Clock is a scoreboard. It reads: Pendragon 1, Enemies 0.

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::stands, glaring at Marat, and stands aside from the console::

OPS_Rofax says:
::transfers what available power is left to the shields::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: attempts to hide shield flux::

CTO_Hunt says:
CSO: Find the enemy ship.

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: looks at the viewscreen and frowns ::

CNS_Kyrron says:
FCO:  If we survive your objections will be duly noted.

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::decloaks, and fires another volley::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CTO:  I already have them.  Relaying co-ordinates ...

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: I may have pushed a wrong button

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CNS: Yes, during our court martial.

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::recloaks::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
CMO:  Mommy... please pick me up and take me home... Please....  ::Sniffles::

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The Terix rocks once again.

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: Again?  You should watch that  ::Grins::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Targets the place from which weapons were fired and fires a volley on it::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::his ship rolls to stern, away from the Terix::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::looks at O'Dunn with both admiration and exasperation::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CTO:  They've cloaked again.  Scanning for location ::initiates scan::

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Captain.  Major damage reported.... all decks....

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: wonders if he takes the TO to sickbay there might be a real doctor to treat her ::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: smiles:: EO: I'll try harder next time

CNS_Kyrron says:
::sighs and tries to keep the faith::

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Someone has to man the CONN.

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: picks her up and turns to Rofax: OPS: 2 to beam to sickbay.. NOW

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::leans against a bulkhead, waiting for them to explode or for somebody to drag her off the bridge as instructed::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::nods at Ops::  OPS: take the helm get us to a safe locale.

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Sighs happily::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CO:  I'll take OPS ... you don't need a science officer in combat ...

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::turns again, and follows the Terix, who appears to be trying to escape the area::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Transfer all weapons systems power to shields.

OPS_Rofax says:
CMO: Aye.  ::beams them site to site::

OPS_Rofax says:
::nods to the others and takes a seat::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::nods at the CSO::  CSO: Engage cloaking device

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: shakes head in wonder that Romulan technology works ::

CTO_Hunt says:
::Shuts downs weapons and transfers power to shields as instructed::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::moves to OPS and engages the cloak:: CO:  Cloak engaged::

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Transfer complete.

EO_Blackwolf says:
::Grins:: Self: Hopes Shiar does not give our wrong meds when we get back to our time

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: what if we ejected the core into their path?

Host Morak`Taj says:
@COMM Terix : Cowards.. You can run, but you can't hide... I will hunt you down like the dogs you are!!!

OPS_Rofax says:
::back at the helm, lays in some psycho evasive maneuvers::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
OPS: Periodically change course from Port to Starboard and back again.

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: looks around and finds a biobed :: MO: YOU !!  Treat this woman.... NOW !!

Host Zax says:
Action: As both ships pass through the debris from the other Klingon vessel, the IKS Toh'Kaht's shields cloak begins to fluctuate wildly.

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Aye sir.... already on it....

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Wraps arms around the CMO’s neck::

CNS_Kyrron says:
FCO:  What do you think that clock meant?

Host Morak`Taj says:
@<TO> Morak : Captain.. Our Cloak.. It is fluctuating.. They can see us...

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Sir, permission to engage for ramming speed.... I have located their ion trail......

Host Zax says:
ACTION: The Clock now reads 8:32......

Host Morak`Taj says:
@all : SO be it.. De-cloak...

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CNS: Hopefully, the time left until he's bored with this.

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
OPS: Engage.  CSO: Decloak

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Sir! The Klingon's cloak and shields are fluctuating.  They'll be visible any time!

CSO_Pettigrove says:
::de-cloaks::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::can't help but chuckle::  FCO:  But with that there... how could this be real?

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Aye sir...

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CNS: It gives us a score, too. We've "won" as it is.

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: Sir let me fire weapons on them.

Host Morak`Taj says:
@FCO : Take us to full impulse, and head for the Terix..

OPS_Rofax says:
::banks  hard for the Klingon vessel and engages the engines::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Will you be able to charge them back up in time?

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: watches as the real Romulan MO treats the woman while he let's the Tactical Officer hug ::

CEO_Shiar says:
:: gives up on eng and downloads cloak schematics::

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Sir, warp core is becoming unstable...

Host Morak`Taj says:
@TO : Prepare our disruptors.. Overload them.. We have one shot at this.. No more..

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CNS: He seems very much like a Q...which makes anything very possible.

CTO_Hunt says:
CO: I will try.

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
OPS: Cancel ram.  I don't want to risk it

Host Morak`Taj says:
@OPS : Maximum wield on the torpedoed..

CNS_Kyrron says:
::struggles to maintain her state of denial against the FCO's overwhelming logic::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
CTO: Fire the weapons no matter how little they are charged

CTO_Hunt says:
::Starts recharging weapons::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@<OPS> Captain... We won't be able to escape the blast in time..

OPS_Rofax says:
::increases speed and banks away from the Klingon Sitting Duck::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::shakes her head::  FCO:  It can't be... it just can't be real....

CTO_Hunt says:
::With all weapons ready to fire, he presses the fire button::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@::watches the range indicator decrease, and enter weapons range::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
CNS: Real or fake, is our duty any different?

CEO_Shiar says:
:: whistles as info downloads::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::watches as the green torpedoes fly toward the target::

Host Morak`Taj says:
@All : Today is a good day to die... FIRE ALL WEAPONS!!!

CNS_Kyrron says:
::denial is crumbling::

CSO_Pettigrove says:
CO:  The Klingons are firing!

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Snuggles happily as she falls asleep, dreaming.  I want to go home... I want to go home...::

OPS_Rofax says:
::lays in evasives and increases speed::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
OPS: Evasive maneuvers

OPS_Rofax says:
CO: Aye sir

Host Morak`Taj says:
@<FCO> ::keeps his ship aimed at the Terix::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::looks up to see if it is too late to try and stop this::

CMO_M`Tor says:
:: sighs ::

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: What is that tune you are whistling?

Host Zax says:
ACTION: Both ships have fired their last. The weapons hit hard.

CTO_Hunt says:
::Turns off torpedoes and transfers power to engines::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::nearly slips out of the chair::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::realizes it is and she likely deserves a court-martial::

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: an old Romulan war tune

Host Zax says:
ACTION: Both ships are destroyed in the resulting blast.

OPS_Rofax says:
::realizes he is no longer at the helm::

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::watches in horror as a large flame engulfs her bridge::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::explodes::

Host Zax says:
Action: Suddenly, everything once again goes black. In front of the startled eyes of the crew, large letters appear in the darkness:

You won. Game Over…….Have a nice day.

EO_Blackwolf says:
CEO: Sounds like something I heard from the 20th century, I think it was from a man named Disney

CTO_Hunt says:
::Thinks where the fire went::

CEO_Shiar says:
EO: you got me

CNS_Kyrron says:
::can't believe it as she reads the letters::

Host Zax says:
Action: The crew find themselves back on the bridge of the Pendragon facing a very angry Captain Zax.

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Looks up at the words, thinking... this is not home.::

FCO_O`Dunn says:
::doubts that the captain is nearly as angry as herself::

TO_Abby_Normal says:
::Quickly scurries over to the XO::

Host CEO_M`Tor says:
:: blinks ::

CNS_Kyrron says:
::shakes her head as she tries to reorient herself::

Host Zax says:
ALL: Are you done playing games yet??? ::very angry::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::looks at the letters then suddenly finds herself back on the Pendragon

OPS_Rofax says:
Self:  Hmm... Zax frowning.... there's something familiar....

Host CEO_M`Tor says:
:: frowns :: CO: Captain ?? Games ?

Host CO-Emsil_Marat says:
::looks at the Federation Captain in typical Cardassian joy::

Host Zax says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

